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Lockdown.
It is unpredicted or unplanned life we all are observing since 23rd
march 2020 & still not aware how long it may continue. There are many
respectable people has been giving various statistics & forecasts which is very
informative / valuable. I just would like to share how I take it just for your
information.
Corona Varese is created by Humans & can spread by Humans only.
It is nothing to do with Nature & hence I take it as Wake Up Call to Humans. I
believe that is not Disaster but it is Corrector. If you observe last few days
compare to last many years your priorities are changed about life & you are
easily fulfilling all essential requirements.
We are in Lockdown condition with borders of movements sealed by
humans as against all other creatures are free to cross all borders set by Humans.
Hence my humble request to all human beings to restart your activities with re
correcting yourself. List out what is essentials to leave active & healthy in your
personal as well as professional life. Please ask questions to yourself ……






How many times you have opened your Wardrobe?
How many times you have used your vehicle?
How much money you have spent for hoteling?
How much money you have spent on new clothes or fancy items.
Many more questions……... ?

Many of us may not getting maid services but we have been sharing
all daily work as family together. Hence let us redesign activities for excellent
future. CORONA has given us opportunity to correct before restart. CORONA
has taught us how to remain in our boundary with restrictions.
The industry experts are giving their valuable inputs for better future
but as a dedicated textile worker I appeal my friends working in textile units to
just to think of my take for future. This is for your kind information that Indian
Textile Industry flourished in 1st & 2nd World War. And its 3rd World War not
against any human or country. It is against our wrong behaver against Nature

We have sufficient Raw Material & Skilled Work-force to feed our nation.
1. We have been making varieties of fabric. We have different machines with
different technology for these Products.
2. Please prepare list of products you can make out of your present set up &
establish products as per present requirements with desire specifications.
3. You may get specifications from Textile Ministry / WHO / DGSD / ATIRA
etc.
4. There are requirements of Urgent Nature to fight out present situation & it
is an opportunity for us.
5. Similarly, there is huge requirements of essentials in all Hospitals or Camps.
6. Educate workers with corrected work practices.
7. CORONA taught us to be self-sufficient in keeping cleanliness for 24*7 is key
success.
8. Let us Lockdown our Ego for stress-free life & come out as winner. Be
Creative nor Critic.

